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՞ഽΕ௧ΕچᔼຟאױᎅਢچڶఐԱΔ༉
ቝԳߪ᧯ڶఐԫᑌऱΔլመ،൛ఐऱழၴࡉݺ
ଚԳլٵΖݺଚԳ༓Լڣհխ༉ڶৰڍऱఐ
࿀Δچਢڇ༓Ꮩڣऱழၴ㠪ᢰΔڶຍࠄऱ
ఐ࿀Ζڂ֜ڶၺΕִॽऱܮԺΔյઌ֧ܮ
۰،Δچ༉ڇຍଡဠ़㠪ᙰ᠏ࠐ᠏װΖچ
ထ֜ၺ᠏ԫഎ༉ਢԫڣΔ،۞ߪ᠏ԫഎ༉
ਢԫච࡙Ζլመຍጟऱሐਢৰլױ৸ᤜऱΔ
܃ጩࠐጩװጩլݙຍଡᑇΔຍଡᑇݙڶऱழ
ଢΖೈॺ֜ၺΕִॽຟᡏԱΔਣՈᡏԱΔຍ
ଡچՈ༉ཋԱΔຍਢԫଡڼᡏԱΖຍ
ଡᡏԱΔࠡהऱ༉ᄎګ༉Δࢬᘯψ
ڼᡏழΔګה༉ωΔࢬאऱ᧯ڶጟ
ጟऱլٵΖ
πဎᣤᆖρՂࢬᎅऱሐΔຟਢ᜔ದࠐᎅ
ऱΔឈྥޢԫጟᎅԼଡΔຍᝫਢଡ᜔ᎅΔૉᇡ
าᎅΔڶऄᎅݙΔࢬאຍຝπဎᣤᆖρ
ڶԿՏՕՏᏖڍऱΔڶ௧პቺᑇ߷
Ꮦڍऱ℘ቈΔຍԫଡᑇؾլᎅ܃ጩլࠐנΔ
Գऱᆰ㠪ᙰء༉ֱ࣋چڶຍᏖՕऱԫଡᑇ
ؾΖࢬאຍ㠪ࢬᎅऱຟਢৰ១ऱΔ܃լᎁ
ຍᎅ֜ᅀԱΖᝑຍଡᆖΔլጥݺᝑړլ
ړΔՈլጥᦫऱԳጕᤚլጕᤚΔޢԫଡݺڗຟ
ՕՕᄗᄗچᝑԫᝑΖڶऱԳᦫጕထԱΔ༉
ᎅΚψᝑࠐᝑװຟਢຍଡΔչᏖՕრ৸Μω
܀ਢݺଚຍሐΔྤڶၦྤᢰ߷Ꮦ֚ڍᚊԶ
ຝΔຟڇຍࠝᦫᆖΔࢬڇݺאຍࠝᝑᆖլጥ

When there are landslides or when the seas dry up, you could say that
the Earth is sick. When it quakes, the Earth is like a person having
seizures. The sickness of the Earth differs from that of people in that
it takes a long time to develop. A person can in a few decades pass
through many illnesses, whereas the sicknesses of the Earth happen
over hundreds of millions of years. The magnetic pull of the sun holds
the Earth in space, causing it to orbit around the sun. One revolution
of the Earth around the sun is a time-span we call a year. One rotation
of the Earth on its axis is called a day. No matter how hard people try
to mathematically calculate these motions, they remain inconceivable.
To try to calculate it with numbers is to never finish the reckoning,
even if that calculation went on until the sun, moon, and galaxy were
destroyed. If this world were destroyed, another would come into
being. And each world has its own particular kind of substance which
different from that of others.
The principles discussed in the Flower Adornment Sutra are very
general, not detailed. Although each kind of thing is expanded into
ten, the descriptions are still very generalized. To try to describe them
in detail would be a never-ending explanation. In the first volume of
the Flower Adornment Sutra, there are as many as13 trichiliocosms’
worth of chapters, with verses as numerous as dust motes in those
world-systems. Not only could someone never actually compute this
kind of number, but there would be no place for the brain to put it!
The principles spoken here are very simplified. So when you hear
them, you shouldn’t think, “Oh, this is really too complicated.” When
I lecture this sutra, I pay no attention to whether I speak well or not;
I just speak. I don’t pay attention to whether people are falling asleep
or not, but continue lecturing. People might think, “He’s just saying
the same thing over and over again,” and then decide to go to sleep.
In this bodhimaÜÉa, there are countless gods, dragons, and other
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Գ֟ڍΔԳڍਢຍᑌᝑΔԳ֟ՈᝫਢᅃᑌᝑΖ
ڶऱԳᦫլᦫړΔ߷Ꮦ༉ጥጕᤚװΔᦫ
ᦫړऱ༉ᦫԫᦫΖլመᦫլᦫຟਢጟဆ༼ጟ
Δڇຍ㠪݄ԫ݄ຟڶຍଡڂᒴԱΔՕ୮٥
ऄᒴΔലࠐګ۵ऱழଢΔڰඡຟᄎሖߠऱΖ
լᓵୌԫۯΔψԫᖵۘΔةሐጟωΔᦫᆖ
ऱܓ墿ਢྤၦྤᢰऱΔڶᎅլ߷ࠐנᏖڍΔࢬ
ݺאՈ༉լᎅԱΖ
ψࢨאᄕპาᣪ᧯ωΚࢨृڶ௧
ਢشᄕპาऱᣪ،ऱ᧯ΖլᎅலऱΔܫݺ
္ԫଡ܃ଚլઌॾऱஒΔݺଚຍଡᝑᆖऱሐ
ΔڶऱԳߠຍਢᔱᔆऱࣨچΔڶऱԳߠ
ਢ႓८چΔڶऱࠩਢػᎬچΔڶऱߠ
ຍଡᝑഘ㠪ຏຏਢ८٠៦៥Δڶऱߠ֚ᚊԶ
ຝڇຍ㠪ᖑᥨΖ߷ᏖᓴߠࡋΛ܃լംΔ܃
ૉߠΔ۞܃ա༉ߠԱΙ܃ૉߠΔ
ംᓴߠΔ܃ጥ߷ᏖڍၵࠃიչᏖΛڶԳუΚ
ψ߷Ꮦऄஃ܃ᝑ،չᏖΛωݺᝑຍਢݺᝑΔ
ᓴࠐᦫ܃ထΛאױ܃լᦫቪΜૉءڶᏆΔ܃
אױլᦫΖڶԳԾუΚψऄஃጐၲनూΔᝑట
ऱୌ߷ڶᏖࡋڍΛωڇຍଡᝑഘ㠪ᢰΔཕृߠ
ཕΔոृߠոΔڶཕᐝऱ༉ᄎᖂנཕᐝࠐΔڶ
ს༟֨ऱԳ༉ᄎᖂנს༟֨ࠐΔڶऱԳ༉
။ᦫ။ᘋΔᦫᆖຍటਢֺڐؚუړڍΖڶ
ԳუΚψ୍ΜຍᦫᆖਢֺጕᤚᝫړΜωԾڶऱ
ԳუΚψ୍Μຍᦫᆖլپ堩ΔݺຟᣋრԱΖω
ࢬאڇ༉ڶԿଡؚ塍ԮऱΔუլپ堩Ζլ
پ堩אױΔ܀ਢլᦫᆖլאױΖ
ψࢨאԫ֊ᣪᗐ᧯ωΚԾڶऱ௧ਢ
אԫ֊ੴᣪࢬ࣋ࠐנऱ߷ࠄ־ᗐ᧯Ζψࢨא
ጟጟଉ᧯ωΚࢨृԾאڶጟጟऱଉࠐ
௧ऱ᧯ΖຍլਢຍଡΔਢ؆ڶԫଡ
ॺൄଉΖݺଚຍଡਢնᖼ༞Δ౬լ
ԱΖψࢨאԫ֊ᣪဎগ᧯ωΚࢨृאԫ֊
ऱᣪဎগࠐ௧ऱ᧯Ζ
ݺଚฒسചထݺຍଡߪ᧯ΕݺຍଡࢪΕ
ݺऱ۪ࣚΕپݺऱ۫ࣟړΔ۟ചထຍଡ
৻ᑌړΖࠐء۵ࢤਢ़ྤԫढऱΔ༉ڂڶຍ
ᏖڍചထΔࢬא༉ທנຍᏖڍဠڐऱΕਣ
ΕִΕ֜ၺࠐΖطຍԫࠄဠڐചထऱᄐ
ԺΔګ༉ԫ֊ऱګΕ۰ΕᡏΕ़Ζ
ݺᎅऱຍࠄᇩࠀլਢൕչᏖᆖࠢՂࠐ
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Dharma-protecting spirits of the eightfold division who have come
to listen. I don’t pay attention to how many people attend; whether
there are many or just a few, I lecture just the same. If some of you
don’t like what you hear, you can take a nap, and if some of you like
what you hear, then listen. Whether you listen or not, you are planting
bodhi seeds. By merely sitting here, you are all developing affinities
with the Dharma. In the future when all of you become Buddhas,
everyone will meet again, sooner or later. Regardless of who you are,
if you listen to even a single sutra lecture, the benefits you obtain are
so boundless that I won’t even try to describe them to you.
They may be composed of extremely tiny jewels. Not to speak
of worlds, just consider this amazing floor right here in the Buddha
Hall. You may see it as linoleum, but others see it as gold or silver, or
they may see the whole lecture hall suffused with a brilliant golden
light, or they may see gods, dragons, or other beings of the eightfold
division who have come here to protect this place. Who sees such
things? Don’t ask. if you are one who sees, then look. If you are not
one who sees, then why are you trying to find out who can? Why are
you being so nosy?
“But Dharma Master, you’re the one who brought it up in the
first place,” you say.
“I did talk about it, but you didn’t have to listen, right?”
“Dharma Master, you must be joking with us.”
In the bodhimaÜÉa, those who are wise find wisdom. Those who
are humane find compassion. For people with good roots, the more
they hear, the happier they become. They think it’s a lot better than
daydreaming. Some people even think listening to sutra lectures is
better than sleeping. Some are so delighted to hear them that they
forget about eating. The three people who are fasting believe that it
is okay not to eat, but it is not okay to miss sutra lectures.
Does that mean your teacher forces you to attend lectures, but
wouldn’t pay attention if you starved? No. For those of you who
don’t know Chinese, it’s permissible to sleep. As far as your teacher is
concerned, “Everything’s okay.” Don’t be afraid and think, “Oh! If the
Master finds out I fell asleep, he’ll be mad at me!” I’m still happy.
They may be composed of the shining flame-like brilliance of
jewels, of various kinds of incense. This means that a multiplicity
of exquisite scents make up the substance of these worlds. They are
extremely fragrant, unlike our world of the five turbidities, which
stinks. Or they may be composed of a crown of jeweled flowers as
their substance.
People are attached to their own bodies, to their own homes, to
their own clothes, to their own good food, and to how great their own
world is. It is because of these attachments that they create all these
false, empty worlds. Originally, there is not one thing; the Buddha
nature is empty. It is because of attachments that the stars, moons,

ऱΔ༉ቝᙰ٣ݺᝑऱຍଡՈቝԳۿऱΔڶ
ؼΕۨΕۚΕΕΔ۟࣍նຟࠠໂΔຍ
ࠄՈຟլਢᆖࠢՂࠐऱሐΔࢨृᆖࠢՂ
ڶΔڶݺ܀መΔլመਢאຍଡڐუࠐං
ྒྷ،ਢຍᑌΖݺଚԳ֜ྒ՛ԱΔ༉ړቝဠ़㠪
ᙰԫศპቺۿऱΔࢬڶאऄݙ٤ࣔػဠ़
ऱຍጟቼΖԾᤝڕԫೋᘚᢒ݄ڇଆᖲՂΔ߄
լᄎवሐଆᖲਢ৻ᏖࠃڃΔՈլᄎवሐଆᖲऱ
૿ᗨڍڶՕΖ
ݺଚڇ༉ቝᘚᢒ݄ଆᖲۿऱΔطຍଡ܃
ଚ༉ᚨᇠवሐΔԳࡉԫ֊ฒسຟਢչᏖᑌΖ
ຍլਢᝑూᇩΔటਢຍᑌΔݺଚլवሐຍଡ
ߒຶڍڶՕΖࢨृᎅઝᖂ୮ڰ༉ጩࠐנԱΖ
܃ᨃઝᖂ୮۞աጩጩ߷הԫ֚ڽΔጩࠐנ
ႯΛאױጩጩהԫ֚۫ࣟ֟ڍپႯΛڶԳᎅΚ
ψ߷אױऱΔپהհছጠԫጠΔپԱհ৵٦
ጠԫጠΔ༉वሐپהԱ۫ࣟ֟ڍԱቪΜω߷լ
ਢઝᖂΔ߷ਢԫࠄՅ֛ऱवߠΖࢬۯٺאૉ
چԱᇞຍଡਢྤൄऱΔ߷ᏖՈ༉ڶ
չᏖചထΔ༉ᄎړԱΖ
ψࢨאԫ֊ᣪᐙቝ᧯ωΚࢨृڶ
௧ਢאᣪऱᐙቝ᧯Ζᣪऱᐙቝ৻Ꮦᝫ౨᧯
ࡋΛڶຍଡሐΔ߷༉ਢဠڐऱቪΜᐙቝਢ
ྤۖݮڶᔆΔਢࠩڶຍᏖԫଡᑌΔ܃܀
ࠩ߷װֱچԫΔ༉ڶԱΔ༉ਢԫଡᐙቝ
ۖբΖψࢨאԫ֊๗ᣤࢬق᧯ωΚࢨृڶ
ऱ௧ਢאԫ֊פᐚ๗ᣤࢬقऱቼ
᧯ΖݺຍࠄଡრߠૉᝑದࠐڍৰΔլመᝫਢ
լᝑ߷ᏖڍऱړΔᝑ֜ނڍԳຟᚕڽԱΖ
ψࢨאԫ࢚֨ཏقቼ᧯ωΚࢨृڶ
௧ਢאԫؚ࢚֨ଡڐუΔ༉౨ཏقቼ
᧯Ζψࢨאဆ៳ݮᣪ᧯ωΚࢨृڶ௧
ਢאဆ៳ऱݮᣪ᧯Δ܀ਢຍଡݮቝլԫࡳਢ
టऱΖψࢨאᣪဎᘎ᧯ωΚࢨृאڶᣪᓊक़
ऱᘎ௧ऱ᧯Ζψࢨא۵ߢଃ᧯ωΚࢨ
ृא۵ऱଃᜢࠐ௧ऱ᧯Ζ
ႬॡĂኰඳᖠĂ୬ࢦކཌྷĂٚҢ˧ރĂ៍
၅Ȉ͞Ă҃ᄲ֏Ą
ψዿழωΚᅝዿհழΖψཏᔃဆ៳Δૹ
ࠡᆠωΚཏᔃဆ៳ᣋრ٦ૹࠐᎅԫᎅຍଡ

suns, and all the worlds come into being. The formation, dwelling,
decay, and extinction of all worlds appear because of the power of the
karma of empty and false attachments.
This and also what I said previously about how the earth’s rivers
were analogous to the bloodstreams in the human body are not
principles that I read in the sutras. They may be in the sutras, but I
didn’t get them from the sutras. I make up these analogies. People are
tiny, like motes of dust floating in space, so there is no way they can
totally comprehend all of space. They are like ants scurrying around
in an airplane without any conception of what is going on around
them or how big the airplane is. This is no joke.
People are really this way. We don’t know how big this worldsystem is. You may say, “Oh, scientists figured all that out long ago,”
but I ask you, have they figured out exactly when they will die? Do
they know how many grams of food they eat every day? You say,
“They can just weigh themselves before and after they eat, and the
difference between the two figures is how much they’ve eaten,” but
that’s not science; any fool can figure that out. All of you should
deeply realize that this world is impermanent. Not to be attached is
the best way to be.
They may be composed of the reflections of jewels. How could
they possibly be composed of reflections from jewels? The reflections
from a jewel are intangible; they are empty and unreal. One perceives
an image, but it doesn’t have any substance. Although you can see
reflections, when you reach out to touch them there is nothing there
but reflections of dancing light. Worlds may also be composed of a
display of myriad adornments. I have many more ideas to bring up,
but if I say any more about them, people may not be comfortable
with them.
Or they may be composed of a state pervasively manifested by
a single thought. A person may have a single false thought that may
be pervasively experienced.
They may be composed of jewels in the form of Bodhisattvas.
Such an appearance of a Bodhisattva may be just a manifestation,
not absolutely real. They may be composed of jeweled lotus flower
stamens. Or some worlds may be composed of the sound of a
Buddha’s voice.
Sutra:
Then Universal Worthy Bodhisattva, wishing to restate his
meaning, received the Buddhas’ awesome spiritual power,
contemplated the ten directions, and spoke verses.
Commentary:
Then Universal Worthy Bodhisattva, wishing to restate and explain
the meanings of his meaning, received the Buddhas’ awesome
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ሐΖψࢭ۵ԺωΚٛוထ۵ऱՕ壀ԺΖ
ψᨠኘԼֱΔۖᎅቈߢωΚᨠኘԼֱऱฒ
سΔ٦ᎅ℘נቈࠐΖ
ٕѣኜ݅ঔ!
િ̙Ξᗼ!

ӻᚗٙЪј
щҝᚗቷර

ψࢨڶ壆ঘ௧ωΚࢨڶ壆۵ऱঘ௧Ζψݎᣪࢬ
ګٽωΚਢאԫࠄპݎլױ৸ᤜऱੴᣪࢬګٽ
ऱΖψഒࡐլױᡏωΚຍଡ௧ഒࡐࠩڶ
ٚ۶ࣟ۫אױధᡏ،Δ۟࣍ᐘΕසᐘ
ຟڶऄధᡏຍଡΖψڜ۰ᣪᓊဎωΚ
壆۵ဆ៳ຟڜ۰ڇᣪᓊဎՂᢰऱᅐஆՂࠐ
ᎅऄΖ
ٕߏஐЍ!ځ
˘̷Ѝఄᚑ!

Ϡ̙Ξۢ
ֶͤ۩ҝ

ψࢨਢ٠ࣔωΚࢨृຍଡഏՒਢԫጟ堚
٠ࣔࢬ๗ᣤऱΖψسנլױवωΚڇຍଡ٠
ࣔ㠪ᢰࢬسנऱ۵Εဆ៳ΕᢅዧΔڍᑇլ
堚ᄑΔڶᙄऄवሐຍଡᑇؾΖψԫ֊٠๗
ᣤωΚڶৰڍጟऱ٠ࠐ๗ᣤຍଡ௧Ζຍԫ
֊٠ڶદ٠Εػ٠Ε٠Ε႓٠Εॹ٠Δױਢ
ڶ႕٠Ζ႕٠ਢ᥆࣍ᦅሐऱΖ
৻܃ᏖवሐୌଡਢᦅࡋΛڶऱழଢΔᦅ
Ոᄎ᧢ࡉګဆ៳Ε۵ऱઌᎎԫᑓԫᑌΔශຟ
լᙑऱΔࠐឫ႖܃ଥሐΖᦅլ႕٠Δ
Ոᄎ८٠Ε٠Εદ٠Εػ٠Εॹ٠Δױਢ
܃าᨠኘ،߷ଡ٠ऱ࿇ᄭᝫਢ႕ۥऱΔא৵
ຍ٠ऱᠱۥ༉ਢ٦৻Ꮦᑌ᧢֏ΔՈᠦլԱ،߷
ଡࠐءऱ႕٠Ζ܃ૉڶཕᐝณΔԫᨠኘ،ຍጟ
٠Δ༉वሐ،ਢᦅ֏׆ऱΔຍڇၲնณऱԳ
༉౨։ܑࠐנΖψࠉַဠ़۰ωΚຍଡ௧
ਢࡺ۰ڇဠ़㠪ᙰΖ
Fৱᥛ
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spiritual power, contemplated beings throughout the ten directions,
and spoke verses.
Sutra:
Perhaps there are seas of worlds
Composed of clusters of wondrous gems,
Solid, adamantine, and indestructible,
Peacefully dwelling on jeweled lotus flowers.
Commentary:
Perhaps there are seas of worlds / Composed of clusters of
inconceivably wondrous gems. They are solid, adamantine, and
indestructible, so durable that nothing can destroy them, not
even atom bombs or hydrogen bombs can break up this kind of
world. Peacefully dwelling on jeweled lotus flowers are Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas. They are seated upon lion-thrones speaking the
Dharma.
Sutra:
Perhaps there is pure brightness
From which emerge unknowable
Myriad adorning lights
Shining in empty space.
Commentary:
Perhaps there is pure brightness / From which emerge unknowable
/ Myriad adorning lights. Some worlds are enhanced by pure light.
The number of these pure rays and of the Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and
Arhats appearing in their midst cannot be reckoned. There’s no way to
know them. The “rays of light” refers to red light, white light, purple
light, yellow light, green light, and so forth, but there’s no black light.
Black light belongs to the demonic realm.
Demons may transform themselves so that they look exactly like
Buddhas or Bodhisattvas, and come to disturb a person’s cultivation.
Those who have the Wisdom Eye can observe the aura around the
heads of these apparitions and distinguish what they are. Demons
can emit gold light, purple light, red light, white light, green light,
and so forth--not only black light--but the source of all those lights
is a black light. Even if they transform themselves into other forms,
they cannot totally shed their original black aura. That’s how you can
identify the transformations of demons. People who have opened the
Five Eyes can distinguish this. All kinds of light adorn these worlds,
shining in empty space.
FTo be continued

